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Abstract
Multilevel Toeplitz linear systems appear in a wide range of scientiﬁc and engineering applications. While several fast direct
solvers exist for the basic 1-level Toeplitz matrices, in the multilevel case an iterative solver provides the most general and
practical solution. This paper proposes several parallelization techniques that enable an eﬃcient implementation of the conju-
gate gradient algorithm for solving multilevel Toeplitz systems on distributed-memory machines. The two major diﬀerences
between this implementation and that for a general sparse linear solver are (1) a communication-eﬃcient approach to handle
data expansion and truncation and data transpose simultaneously; (2) the interleaving of matrix-vector multiplications and vec-
tor inner product calculations to reduce synchronization cost and latency. Similar ideas can be applied to the implementation
of other iterative methods for Toeplitz systems that are not necessarily symmetric positive deﬁnite. Scaling results are shown
to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed techniques.
Keywords: Toeplitz; conjugate gradient; FFT; all-reduction
1. Introduction
Many scientiﬁc and engineering applications give rise to (multilevel) Toeplitz linear systems. Examples in-
clude solving partial diﬀerential equations, integral equations, digital signal processing, image processing, optimal
control, and stationary time series. A Toeplitz matrix has constant diagonals. This special structure enables the
development of algorithms that run faster than O(n3), which is the cost of solving a general, unstructured dense
linear system using a direct method. An extensive literature has been devoted to the solution of Toeplitz systems
(with parallel implementation), including fast algorithms (such as Levinson-Durbin [1, 2, 3] and Bareiss [4, 5]),
“superfast” algorithms using divide-and-conquer strategies (see, e.g., [6, 7, 8]), iterative algorithms based on New-
ton iterations [9], and algorithms for banded Toeplitz systems (see, e.g., [10, 11]). Some of the algorithms can be
generalized for block-Toeplitz or Toeplitz-block systems [12].
A multilevel Toeplitz matrix is deﬁned recursively with respect to the number of levels (sometimes the term
“multilevel” is dropped for convenience if the distinction with 1-level is unimportant). In the simplest case, a
2-level Toeplitz matrix is a block-Toeplitz matrix where each block itself is Toeplitz. A d-level Toeplitz matrix
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usually comes from a problem with a d-dimensional regular grid structure. Compared with the abundance of
algorithms for 1-level Toeplitz systems, algorithms for multilevel Toeplitz systems are rare. One of the reasons is
that extending the above algorithms to fully utilize the recursive Toeplitz structure is not straightforward.
Iterative methods (Krylov subspace methods) provide a ﬂexible set of algorithms for solving general linear
systems. For symmetric positive deﬁnite Toeplitz systems, the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm with circulant,
banded, or similar preconditioners was primarily studied (see, e.g., [13, 14, 15, 16]). Other Krylov algorithms
are also applicable; for example, MINRES and GMRES can be used to solve indeﬁnite and unsymmetric Toeplitz
systems, respectively (see [17] for a comprehensive treatment of iterative methods). Two crucial computational
concerns in applying an iterative method are the eﬃcient multiplication of the matrix with a vector and the eﬃcient
construction and application of a preconditioner. For multilevel Toeplitz matrices, the matrix-vector multiplication
can be carried out by using fast Fourier transforms (FFTs), as can the application of the preconditioner if it
is circulant. This technique lays down the foundation for using iterative methods for solving systems with an
arbitrary number of Toeplitz levels.
This paper discusses the parallelization of CG for multilevel Toeplitz systems on distributed-memory ma-
chines. The matrix-vector multiplication in this case diﬀers signiﬁcantly from that in the sparse case. A sparse
matrix often arises from discretizations (for example, of diﬀerential operators). By domain decomposition, the
communication in the multiplication is local. On the other hand, the FFT for multiplying circulant or Teoplitz
matrices requires global communications (all-to-all type) because data transpose is needed. What complicates
this multiplication is that the Toeplitz matrix and the vector must be expanded in size (called embedding) before
the multiplication, and the results must be truncated to yield a correct-sized vector after the multiplication. If not
properly implemented, the embedding and truncation incur extra communications. We propose interleaving the
embedding and truncation with each substep of the FFT calculation, so that the former can take advantage of the
communications in the latter in order to save the extra cost.
The second improvement of the proposed implementation is the handling of vector inner product and norm cal-
culations (to facilitate presentation, throughout this paper we use “inner product” to mean either the inner product
or the norm). Inner product calculations are a common bottleneck in parallel iterative solvers because they require
global synchronizations. Especially for sparse solvers, synchronizations can constitute over 50% of the overall
run time when the CPU cores grow to over thousands. A focus of modern sparse solver design is to modify the
numerical algorithm in order to reduce the number of inner product calculations (see, e.g., [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]).
In our case, it is also beneﬁcial to consider how to reduce the synchronizations. One will see that with simple
mathematical derivations the inner products need not be computed after the matrix-vector products, even though
in the original CG algorithm it appears so. The inner products can be equivalently expressed by using interme-
diate results in the matrix-vector multiplication. Therefore, we can utilize the all-to-all communications required
in the multiplications to simultaneously compute the inner products, thus eliminating the synchronizations and
reducing latency. It is crucial that this rearrangement of the calculation is numerically stable, as demonstrated by
experimental results.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Circulant Matrices, Toeplitz Matrices, and Matrix-Vector Multiplications
A circulant matrix C and a Toeplitz matrix T , of order n, are deﬁned in the following forms, respectively:
C =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
c0 cn−1 cn−2 · · · c1
c1 c0 cn−1
. . .
...
c2 c1
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . . cn−1
cn−1 · · · · · · c1 c0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, T =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
t0 t−1 t−2 · · · t−n+1
t1 t0 t−1
. . .
...
t2 t1
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . . t−1
tn−1 · · · · · · t1 t0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (1)
We will use a subscript n to emphasize the order when necessary. In (1), if each ci itself is a circulant block, then
the resulting matrix is 2-level circulant. In this case, if i ranges from 0 to n0 − 1 and each ci has size n1 × n1,
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we say that C is of order (n0, n1). In this manner, a d-level circulant matrix of order (n0, n1, · · · , nd−1) is deﬁned
recursively based on a (d − 1)-level circulant matrix of order (n0, n1, · · · , nd−2). A multilevel Toeplitz matrix is
similarly deﬁned.
Since this paper addresses real symmetric matrices, the multilevel C and T can be represented solely by their
ﬁrst columns. Such columns can be reshaped to a d-dimensional data tensor because of the recursive nature of the
deﬁnition of multilevels. Thus, we use the notation c and t, both having size n0 × n1 × · · · × nd−1, to mean a data
representation of C and T , of order (n0, n1, · · · , nd−1), respectively.
For notational convenience, we always let n = n0 · · · nd−1. The eigenvalues of C can be stored in a data tensor
λ, which is obtained by a d-dimensional FFT of c followed by a multiplication with
√
n. We sometimes drop
the term “d-dimensional” in front of FFT if the context is clear. Correspondingly, let the tensor y be the data
representation of a vector y. Then, the matrix-vector product v = Cy can be represented as a tensor v, which is
obtained by elementwise product between λ and the FFT of y, followed by an inverse FFT of the product.
A d-level Toeplitz matrix T can be embedded into a d-level circulant matrix C of twice the size in each level.
It suﬃces to show a 1-level example and a 2-level example. When d = 1, the embedding is in the following form:
C2n =
[
Tn ∗
∗ Tn
]
, (2)
where the entries of ∗ are used to fulﬁll that C2n is circulant. In the data representation, if c is the embedding of t,
then c has a length 2n, where the ﬁrst n entries of c is t, the next entry is arbitrary, and the rest of the n − 1 entries
are the second to the nth entry of t, in the reverse order. Informally, we say that the second half of c is a “ﬂipping”
of t. When d = 2, c has the form
c =
[
t ∗
∗ ∗
]
, (3)
which graphically means that it is obtained by ﬂipping not only the rows, but also the columns, of t. That is, a
circulant embedding should expand t along each direction.
The use of an embedding is to multiply a Toeplitz matrix with a vector. When d = 1, we make use of the
following identity:[
Tny
∗
]
=
[
Tn ∗
∗ Tn
] [
y
0
]
. (4)
Thus, to obtain the matrix-vector product v = Tny, one embeds Tn to C2n and embeds y to y′ (by padding zeros
instead of ﬂipping), computes the matrix-vector product v′ = C2ny′, and then rids the second half of v′. It is
straightforward to generalize this procedure to the multilevel case with the data representations of the matrices
and vectors.
2.2. Circulant Preconditioner for Toeplitz Matrices
For solving a linear system with respect to a 1-level Toeplitz matrix T , a matrix M with a circulant structure
is proved to be eﬀective [13]. Several choices of such preconditioners exist; in this paper we consider T. Chan’s
preconditioner [14]. It modiﬁes the spectrum of T to yield clustered eigenvalues, so that an iterative method can
converge superlinearly. When generalized to the multilevel case, although the superlinear convergence property is
lost [23], the preconditioner still yields suﬃciently good performance in practice [13].
Because M is multilevel circulant, let the tensor m be the data representation of M. The construction of m
from t is based on the following formula
m··· , j,··· =
1
ni
((ni − j) t··· , j,··· + j t··· ,ni− j,···), for all j = 0, . . . , ni − 1 and i = 0, . . . , d − 1, (5)
where in the subscript notation “· · · , j, · · · ”, j is the ith index of the data tensor. Informally, along each dimension,
a ﬁber of m is a weighted averaging of a ﬁber of t and its ﬂipping, and the weights are deﬁned with respect to the
locations of the entries. For more details, see [13].
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2.3. Parallel Multidimensional FFT
FFTs are required to multiply a Toeplitz matrix T , and also a circulant preconditioner M, to vectors. We use
z to mean a general n0 × · · · × nd−1 data tensor in the complex ﬁeld. A d-dimensional FFT on z is equivalent to d
consecutive 1-dimensional FFTs along each dimension of z.
There exist several parallel implementations of multidimensional FFT, such as FFTW [24] and P3DFFT [25].
The former partitions z along one dimension whereas the latter particularly handles 3-dimensional data by parti-
tioning it along two dimensions, using a 2-dimensional grid of processors. One can generalize the latter approach
for d-dimensional data by partitioning it along d′ dimensions (d′ < d). An advantage of using d′ > 1 for large d is
that the number of processors can maximally scale to the product of the size of the corresponding d′ dimensions
of the data.
3. Parallel Toeplitz Matrix-Vector Multiplication
One diﬃculty for multiplying a Toeplitz matrix with a vector in parallel is that the embedding incurs interpro-
cessor communications. As an example, consider a 2-level Toeplitz matrix T with the data representation t. Then,
the data embedding is in the form
c =
[
t ∗
∗ ∗
]
. (6)
Suppose t is partitioned horizontally by using two processors. In order that c is similarly partitioned, one needs to
ﬁll the lower part of c. Furthermore, one needs to redistribute the rows of t. Communication is inevitable if one
wants to construct c explicitly.
To avoid this communication, one can combine the steps of the embedding and the FFT, since the embedding
can take advantage of the transposes in the FFT for data redistribution. The details are best explained by walking
through Figure 1(a), which showcases the situation that the data is partitioned along only one dimension. The
ﬂowchart mainly demonstrates the steps of the multiplication; however, the ﬁrst phase of the ﬂow can also be used
to compute the eigenvalues of the embedding of the Toeplitz matrix.
To compute v = T y, we need to embed y into a larger data tensor by padding zeros. The ﬁrst step is to embed
along the 2nd to the dth dimensions, shown in the ﬁgure as “row-plane embedding.” After the embedding, we
immediately perform a (d−1)-dimensional FFT on these dimensions. Next, a transpose between the 1st dimension
and the 2nd to the dth dimensions is carried out, so that data along the 1st dimension become local. Then, we
perform a further embedding (zero-padding) along the 1st dimension, followed immediately by a 1-dimensional
FFT along this dimension. This in fact completes the d-dimensional FFT on the full embedding of y. The result is
denoted by z.
The procedure for obtaining the eigenvalues λ of the circulant embedding of t is similar, except that the “zero-
padding” is changed to “ﬂipping.” Corresponding to the ﬁgure, the ﬁrst ﬂipping is to embed each row-plane to a
larger data tensor such that it represents a (d − 1)-level circulant matrix, and the second ﬂipping is to embed each
column to a longer column such that it represents a 1-level circulant matrix.
With z and λ ready, an elementwise multiplication is performed, resulting in w. The ﬁnal step is to perform
a d-dimensional inverse FFT and the truncation simultaneously, in order to obtain the ﬁnal result v. This, in fact,
is the reverse procedure of obtaining z, and it corresponds to the second phase of Figure 1(a). We perform a
1-dimensional inverse FFT along the 1st dimension, followed by a truncation that rids the latter half of the data
along this dimension. Next, a transpose is performed so that the data is cut along the 1st dimension. Then, a
(d − 1)-dimensional inverse FFT along the 2nd to dth dimensions is carried out, and the data is truncated to half
along each of these dimensions. The result is the data v.
Similar ideas apply to the situation where the data is partitioned along more than one dimension. Figure 1(b)
shows an example of a 3-dimensional data partitioned along the ﬁrst two dimensions. The procedure begins with
embedding and FFT along the unpartitioned dimension(s), then iteratively performing transposes so that each time
the data along a new dimension becomes local; thus, embedding and FFT are done along this dimension. After
the iterative loop, both z and λ are ready, so an elementwise multiplication is performed, resulting in w. Then, w
goes through the reverse procedure (inverse FFT and truncation), and v is obtained.
The discussions are summarized in Algorithm 1.
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(a) 1-dimensional partitioning
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(b) 2-dimensional partitioning
Fig. 1. Flowcharts of computing Toeplitz matrix-vector product v = T y. This procedure corresponds to the subroutine Toep-Mult(Λ, y, v) in
Algorithm 1, where Λ contains the eigenvalues of the embedding of T . The ﬁrst phase of each chart also shows the steps of performing the
subroutine Toep-Embed-EigVal(T,Λ).
4. Eliminating All-Reduction
A common bottleneck in parallel iterative solvers is the inner product calculations, because each calculation
requires an all-reduction operation to sum the local inner products held in each processor in order to obtain the
global result. The all-reduction incurs a global synchronization, and there are several such synchronizations within
each iteration.
The idea of removing these repeating synchronizations is to hide the latency in other global communications
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Algorithm 1 Toeplitz matrix times vector and eigenvalues of embedding, parallel version
1: function Toep-Mult(Λ, y, v)
2: Embed y and compute d-dimensional FFT of the embedding simultaneously (corresponding to the ﬁrst
phase of Figure 1(a)/1(b); embedding means “zero-padding”). Let the result be z.
3: Compute w as the elementwise product of λ an z.
4: Compute d-dimensional inverse FFT of w and truncate the FFT result simultaneously (corresponding to
the second phase of Figure 1(a)/1(b)). The end result is v.
5: end function
6: function Toep-Embed-EigVal(T,Λ)
7: Embed t and compute d-dimensional FFT of the embedding simultaneously (corresponding to the ﬁrst
phase of Figure 1(a)/1(b); embedding means “ﬂipping”).
8: Obtain λ by scaling the above result by
√
n.
9: end function
(in our case, the all-to-alls for transposing data). Thus, if the data for all-reduction is available at the time of
transpose, then the all-reduction can be equivalently carried out by ﬁrst performing a local (partial) sum, then
transmitting the partial sum by all-to-all, followed by a summation of the gathered partial sums.
It is, however, not obvious in the standard CGAlgorithmwhy the data for all-reduction is ready when transpose
is being carried out. For example, there occurs a Toeplitz matrix-vector multiplication v = T y and a vector inner
product σ = (y, v). It appears that the latter cannot be computed until the former has been calculated.
In order to compute the two terms simultaneously, we derive a mathematically equivalent way to compute
σ. Let y′ be the embedding of y, and let C = UHΛU be the diagonalization of the embedding C of T . Then
computing v follows these steps: 1. z = Uy′ (ﬁrst phase of Figure 1(a)/1(b)); 2. w = Λz; 3. v′ = UHw, and v is
the truncation of v′ (second phase of Figure 1(a)/1(b)). Thus, the inner product can be equivalently expressed as
(y, v) = (y′, v′) = (w, z). (7)
The ﬁrst equality results from the fact that y is embedded into y′ with zeros, and the second equality is because U
is unitary. Therefore, σ can be computed as the inner product of w and z, which are available before step 3.
Similarly, we consider the circulant multiplication v = Cy and the inner product σ = (y, v). When C is
diagonalized as UHΛU, computing v = Cy follows these steps: 1. z = Uy; 2. w = Λz; 3. v = UHw. Therefore,
the inner product (y, v) = (w, z), and this computation can be inserted between steps 2 and 3.
Based on this idea, we introduce two subroutines, Toep-Mult-and-Dot-Prod(Λ, y, v, σ) and Circ-Mult-and-
Dot-Prod-and-Convg-Test(Λ, y, v, σ, tol). The former subroutine computes the Toeplitz matrix-vector product
v = T y and the inner product σ = (y, v) simultaneously, where Λ contains the eigenvalues of the circulant
embedding of T . The latter subroutine computes the circulant matrix-vector product v = Cy and the inner product
σ = (y, v) simultaneously, where Λ contains the eigenvalues of C. This subroutine also computes the vector norm
ρ = ‖y‖ and returns earlier when ρ < tol (which indicates convergence of the CG iterations, as will be clear in the
next section). See Algorithm 2.
5. Overall Algorithm
Summarizing the preceding discussions, Algorithm 3 is the CGmethod for solving a linear system of equations
Ax = b, (8)
where A is multilevel Toeplitz, by using a multilevel circulant preconditioner M. The parameters rtol and maxit
mean the relative residual tolerance and maximum number of iterations, respectively.
The major diﬀerences between Algorithm 3 and the standard form of CG (see, e.g., [17, p. 263]) are twofold.
First, the eigenvalue calculation of the embedding of A and that of M is brought to the front as a preprocessing
step, as shown in lines 1 to 4. This step can be separated from the main CG iteration if there are several right-hand
sides b’s. Second, matrix-vector multiplications are interleaved with inner product calculations to reduce global
synchronizations, as shown in lines 6, 9 and 11.
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Algorithm 2 Subroutines eliminating all-reduction
1: function Circ-Mult-and-Dot-Prod-and-Convg-Test(Λ, y, v, σ, tol)
2: Compute d-dimensional FFT of y and ρ = ‖y‖ simultaneously. Let the FFT result be z.
3: Return with indication of ρ < tol if so.
4: Compute w as the elementwise product of λ an z.
5: Compute d-dimensional inverse FFT of w, the result being v. Meanwhile, compute σ = (w, z).
6: end function
7: function Toep-Mult-and-Dot-Prod(Λ, y, v, σ)
8: Embed y and compute d-dimensional FFT of the embedding simultaneously (corresponding to the ﬁrst
phase of Figure 1(a)/1(b); embedding means “zero-padding”). Let the result be z.
9: Compute w as the elementwise product of λ an z.
10: Compute d-dimensional inverse FFT of w and truncate the FFT result simultaneously (corresponding to
the second phase of Figure 1(a)/1(b)). The end result is v. Meanwhile, compute σ = (w, z).
11: end function
Algorithm 3 CG for multilevel Toeplitz systems Ax = b with initial guess x0
// The following can be separated out for multiple b’s
1: Compute eigenvalues Λ1 of the multilevel circulant embedding of A by calling Toep-Embed-EigVal(A,Λ1)
2: Construct multilevel circulant preconditioner M
3: Compute eigenvalues Λ2 of M
4: Compute y0 = Ax0 by calling Toep-Mult(Λ1, x0, y0)
//Work for each b
5: Compute γ = ‖b‖, tol = γ · rtol, and r0 = b − y0
6: Compute z0 = M−1r0 and σ0 = (r0, z0) simultaneously by calling Circ-Mult-and-Dot-Prod-and-Convg-
Test(Λ−12 , r0, z0, σ0, tol). Return if converged.
7: Let p0 = z0
8: for j = 0, 1, . . . ,maxit do
9: Compute v j = Apj and τ j = (v j, pj) simultaneously by calling Toep-Mult-and-Dot-Prod(Λ1, pj, v j, τ j)
10: Compute α j = σ j/τ j, x j+1 = x j + α jpj, and r j+1 = r j − α jv j
11: Compute z j+1 = M−1r j+1 and σ j+1 = (r j+1, z j+1) simultaneously by calling Circ-Mult-and-Dot-Prod-
and-Convg-Test(Λ−12 , r j+1, z j+1, σ j+1, tol). Return if converged.
12: Compute β j = σ j+1/σ j and pj+1 = z j+1 + β jpj
13: end for
6. Experimental Results
In this section, we show several experiments to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed parallelization
strategies. The programs were implemented in C, compiled with MVAPICH2 and GCC. The all-to-alls were im-
plemented by directly using MPI Alltoall(v). The in-processor serial FFTs were called from the FFTW library [24].
The experiments were performed on a cluster with 2,560 computing cores and an InﬁniBand QDR network.
The Toeplitz matrix was generated from the Mate´rn kernel [26, 27, 28], which is positive deﬁnite for any
number of dimensions, thus CG can be applied with guaranteed convergence. This kernel is widely used in spatial
statistics, and the solution of the respective linear system is required in numerous statistical analysis tasks, such as
regression and maximum likelihood estimation [26, 27, 28, 29].
The linear systems in the experiments were all 3-level Toeplitz thus the data was 3-dimensional. Therefore,
partitioning of the data could be performed along one dimension or two dimensions. We call these 1D and 2D
partitionings, respectively. The performances of the solver were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent under the two partitioning
schemes, as will be shown.
Figure 2 shows the strong and weak scalings (together with parallel eﬃciency) for one CG iteration. The
dashed lines indicate perfect scaling. For each scaling trend in plot (a), the leftmost marker indicates the use of
the minimum number of cores such that all the solver data can be ﬁt into the main memory. Because of hardware
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limitations, the maximum number of cores used in the experiments was 1,024. We observe the following. First,
2D partitioning oﬀers clear advantages over 1D partitioning. For the former, not only is the running time shorter,
but also it scales better. (Moreover, 2D partitioning can utilize more processors to further reduce the running time.)
Second, plot (a) shows a satisfactory behavior of the strong scaling in the 2D partitioning case, as seen from the
parallel eﬃciency. In plot (b), the overall trend for 2D partitioning is also favorable.
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Fig. 2. Scalings of running time for each iteration. The numbers in parentheses are the parallel eﬃciency for 2D partitioning.
The fact that 2D partitioning is superior over 1D partitioning is further demonstrated in Figure 3, which shows
the proportions of computation time and communication time. The left plot corresponds to the scenario of a ﬁxed
grid size, whereas the right plot corresponds to a ﬁxed grid size per core. One sees that as the number of cores
increases, in both partitioning schemes the proportion of communication time increases. However, the increase for
2D partitioning is far slower than that for 1D partitioning. In fact, even though the proportion of communication
time in 1D partitioning is smaller at the beginning, it catches up quickly and constitutes a majority part of the
overall run time.
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Fig. 3. Computation and communication time split up.
To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the elimination of all-reductions, we show in Figure 4 the ratio of the
run time per iteration when the solver is implemented by interleaving the inner product calculations with matrix-
vector multiplications (cf. Algorithm 3), over the running time when the inner products are calculated by using
all-reduction. Clearly, a ratio less than 1 shows the advantage of the proposed algorithm. Only the results of 2D
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partitioning are shown because we have demonstrated that it is superior over 1D partitioning. Both plots in the
ﬁgure show that as the number of cores increases, the ratio decreases. For example, in plot (a), the savings by
eliminating all-reductions are more than 15% with 1,024 cores. This is expected because the synchronization cost
and the variance of time for processors entering the synchronization point is high. We project that the savings will
be more signiﬁcant as the number of cores increases.
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Fig. 4. Time improvement by interleaving inner products with matrix-vector multiplications. Only results of 2D partitioning are shown.
All the above ﬁgures were drawn with respect to one iteration. We thus also show the scalings of the overall
run time; see Figure 5. The setting of these plots are similar to that of Figure 2, and the results are similar, too.
Since the increase of the grid size causes the respective linear system to be increasingly ill-conditioned (even with
the use of a multilevel circulant preconditioner), the variation in the iteration counts becomes an undesired factor
in the weak scaling test. To improve the solver, we used a ﬁltering technique proposed in [30] to further reduce the
condition number. With this technique, the number of iterations varies only slightly. In plot (b), the numbers of
iterations for the solver to converge to a relative tolerance of 10−6 are 15, 12, 13, 15, 13, 14, 15, respectively. One
sees an interesting pattern that for every three problem sizes the numbers of iterations vary roughly in a periodic
manner. Then in plot (b) one observes a similar pattern for every three consecutive markers.
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Fig. 5. Scalings of the running time for solving the linear system. Only results of 2D partitioning are shown.
It is worth noting that the mathematically equivalent rearrangement of the inner product calculation maintains
the numerical stability of the algorithm according to the recorded number of iterations.
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7. Conclusion
Solving a large-scale linear system with respect to a multilevel Toeplitz matrix is required in various science
and engineering applications. An iterative Krylov solver provides a principled framework for the solution of such
a linear system. We have proposed a parallel implementation of the CG algorithm and shown its eﬀectiveness in an
example Toeplitz kernel that is popularly used in spatial statistics. The implementation addresses the reducing of
communication cost and latency, by designing the Toeplitz matrix-vector multiplication such that data embedding
and truncation are injected into each substep of a multidimensional FFT, and by interleaving the matrix-vector
multiplications with inner product calculations to eliminate all-reduction synchronizations. The general idea of
the parallel strategies can be used in implementing Krylov solvers other than CG for solving Toeplitz linear
systems that are not necessarily symmetric positive deﬁnite. The idea may also be useful for other applications
(such as electronic structure calculations [31, 32]) where FFT is a major computational component.
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